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A B S T R A C T

Recently, polymer-based composites for electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding materials have received
considerable attention since the autonomous vehicle market is increasingly growing. However, the strategies for
enhancing EMI shielding effectiveness (EMI SE) are limited to the increase of filler loading. Only few studies
have been conducted on controlling fillers owing to the technical challenges. In this study, anisotropic EMI
shielding properties of polymer-based composites were demonstrated and investigated. In order to control the
orientation of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) in thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), magnetic responsive RGO
(Fe3O4@RGO) was synthesized for filler material. The orientation of Fe3O4@RGO was controlled in in-plane and
out-of-plane direction by applying the magnetic field. For comparison with the aligned Fe3O4@RGO/TPU
composites, random Fe3O4@RGO/TPU and random RGO/TPU composites were synthesized and characterized.
The random Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites showed 224% increased EMI SE over random RGO/TPU composites.
The highest EMI SE, 250% improvement over random RGO/TPU composite, was observed in in-plane aligned
Fe3O4@RGO composite among the four different composites. This could be attributed to improved electro-
magnetic wave (EM) loss by introducing magnetic nanoparticles, as well as enlarged effective reflection area of
the aligned Fe3O4@RGO. Our results confirm that the orientation of fillers can play a key role in determining
EMI SE in the composites. It can indicate that, if optimized, magnetically-responsive aligned polymer composites
could significantly improve EMI SE of the composites by controlling the orientation of fillers, and also be a new
solution to create anisotropic composites toward desirable properties.

1. Introduction

Recently, electromagnetic pollution has become a serious concern
owing to the rapid development of various electronic devices. This is
particularly true since the autonomous vehicle market is increasingly
growing in our society. This type of pollution usually occurs in the form
of electromagnetic interference (EMI) with other electronic devices,
which causes malfunction and electromagnetic radiation, and poses
potential risks to human health [1,2]. To address the aforementioned
issues, novel and high-performance EMI shielding materials have drawn
considerable attention in the relevant fields. Polymer-based composites

containing electrically conductive nanofillers appear to become more
attractive than traditional metal-based EMI shielding materials because
of their light weight, applicability, good processability, and corrosion
resistance. In particular, polymer-based graphene composites have been
extensively investigated as EMI shielding materials due to their high
specific surface area and excellent electronic conductivity [3–6].

In polymer-based graphene composites for EMI shielding, high na-
nofiller loading is required to attain desirable EMI shielding effective-
ness (EMI SE). Increasing nanofiller loading in composites would be a
simple and easy strategy to enhance the EMI SE of composites.
However, it is well-known that higher loadings of nanofillers would
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result in higher costs, poor processability with increasing viscosity, and
also poor mechanical properties due to the agglomeration of nano-
fillers. Thus, a new solution seems to be necessarily developed to
overcome the aforementioned issues and further enhance the EMI
shielding performance of polymer-based composites. Given that nano-
fillers such as one-dimensional nanotubes and two-dimensional plate-
lets are geometrically anisotropic, this feature could be effectively uti-
lized to control the nanofillers orientation in polymer materials, which
might show great potential to improve and/or engineer material
properties including electrical and thermal conductivities [7–11].

However, very few studies have been conducted on the effects of
filler orientation because of the technical difficulties in controlling the
orientation of fillers in polymer matrix materials. Several approaches
have been proposed to attain the well-oriented nanofillers in compo-
sites, including electric fields, tape-casting, and freeze-casting followed
by sintering and vacuum-assisted filtration, and squeezing process
[10–13]. These approaches can yield the platelet-reinforced composites
with highly anisotropic properties, but may require multiple processing
steps, which would limit the applications only to thin films. Recently,
an attractive solution was proposed to control filler orientation or lo-
cation in a matrix [14] by decorating the reinforcement particle with
superparamagnetic nanoparticles (NPs), e.g., iron oxide nanoparticles
(Fe3O4-NPs), to make them magnetically-responsive [14,15]. These
coated fillers exhibit an ultrahigh magnetic response that enables re-
mote control over their orientation in low external magnetic fields
under low-viscosity suspending fluids. Such fluids can be then con-
solidated to keep the nanoparticles a preferred magnetically-imposed
orientation. This allowed for the creation and development of various
microstructures in polymer-based composites [14–16].

Superparamagnetic NPs, which are widely used for various appli-
cations in environmental, electronic, and biological processes, were
employed to functionalize graphene platelets [17–20]. The functiona-
lization of graphene with superparamagnetic NPs could increase the
complex permeability values of graphene because of their large sa-
turation magnetization, thus resulting in a dramatic improvement of
the EM wave absorption property [18–21]. Furthermore, the coex-
istence of graphene and superparamagnetic NP could provide better
dispersion in composites, otherwise, they tend to aggregate each other
[18,22].

Here, this study investigated the effect of filler orientation on EMI
SE of reduced graphene oxide (RGO) reinforced composites. Firstly,
magnetically-responsive RGO, i.e., Fe3O4@RGO, was newly synthesized
by introducing iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe3O4-NPs) on RGO. The or-
ientations of fillers in composites were simply controlled by applying a
magnetic field. Thereby, the 250% improvement in EMI shielding ef-
fectiveness in in-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO composite was demon-
strated, compared to randomly dispersed RGO composites. It can in-
dicate that magnetically-responsive aligned polymer composites could
not only effectively control the orientation of fillers but also sig-
nificantly improve EMI SE of the composites. This could provide a new
solution to create high performance EMI shielding composite materials.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Graphene Oxide (GO, GO-V30-100) with greater than 7 μm in lat-
eral size and less than 5 nm in thickness was supplied by Standard
Graphene Inc, Ulsan, Korea. Ferrofluid, an aqueous suspension con-
taining 10 wt% of ~10 nm iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe3O4-NPs) dis-
persed with a cationic surfactant (EMG-607 Ferrofluid) was obtained
from Ferrotec Corporation, Chiba, Japan. Thermoplastic polyurethane
(TPU, 60A) was obtained from BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany.
Dimethylformamide (DMF) and hydrazine (35%, N2H4) were purchased
from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany.

RGO was decorated with superparamagnetic Fe3O4-NPs to provide

magnetic-responsive properties according to a previously reported
procedure [14]. The GO suspension (1 mg/ml) was obtained by dis-
persing 100 mg of GO powder in 100 ml of deionized (DI) water by bath
sonication (400 W, 20 Hz) at pH 7. Under continuous and vigorous
stirring, 200 μl of EMG-607 (Ferrofluid) diluted with 5 ml of DI water
was added dropwise into the GO suspension to make total weight ratio
of Fe3O4 over GO 10000:2. The suspension was incubated for 2 h to
decorate the GO with Fe3O4-NPs; then, the mixture was further reduced
by hydrazine at 90 °C for 6 h. After being cooled to room temperature,
the decorated RGO in the solution was washed with distilled water
several times. Finally, the decorated RGO was freeze-dried for 25 h to
obtain the magnetically-responsive RGO (Fe3O4@RGO) platelets.

Four different types of TPU composites containing 10 wt% of ran-
domly-oriented RGO, and randomly-oriented Fe3O4@RGO, and or-
iented Fe3O4@RGO in the in-plane, and out-of-plane, respectively were
prepared by a solution casting method. Firstly, the desired amount of
RGO and Fe3O4@RGO as reinforcement was dispersed in DMF under
bath sonication for 30 min to obtain the Fe3O4@RGO suspension. Then,
the TPU/DMF dilute solution (1 mg/10 ml) was prepared by using
magnetic stirring at room temperature for 5 h. The prepared solution
was mixed with RGO and Fe3O4@RGO suspension by vigorously stir-
ring at 60 °C for 24 h. After the mixing process, DMF was carefully
removed until the mixture became sufficiently viscous for pouring
(~500 mPa.s). However, it was still fluid state so as to align Fe3O4@
RGO fillers under a magnetic field. To align magnetically-responsive
Fe3O4@RGO in TPU, the suspension was placed between two rare-earth
magnets that generate a 300 mT magnetic field. For the films with out-
of-plane-aligned Fe3O4@RGO, the magnetic field was applied by using a
20 cm × 10 cm rectangular rare-earth magnets placed over and below
the casting mold. For the films with in-plane-aligned Fe3O4@RGO, the
magnetic field was applied with the same magnets placed beside the
mold. The molds were heated at 60 °C for 24 h in the fume hood to
remove the DMF and consolidate the Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites. For
the comparison, the composites adding randomly dispersed RGO and
Fe3O4@RGO platelets, respectively were fabricated under the same
processing conditions without any external magnetic field.

2.2. Material characterization

The electrical charges of Fe3O4 and GO were evaluated by mea-
suring Zeta potential with Laser Doppler electrophoresis (Malvern
Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Inst. Ltd. Malvern, UK).

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out on a XRD dif-
fractometer (Bruker D8 ADVANCE, Bruker AXS, Germany) operated
with Cu Kα radiation at a generator current of 40 mA and voltage of
40 kV. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed with a
XPS spectrometer (Thermo ESCALAB250, Thermo-VG Scientific, USA)
using Al (mono) Kα radiation to analyze the surface chemistry of
Fe3O4@RGO. Raman spectra were recorded by using a Raman Station
(Bruker FRA 160/S, Bruker AXS, Germany) with a 633 nm laser source.

The saturation magnetization and coercivity of the samples were
measured by using a vibration-sample magnetometer (VSM, Lakeshore
7400, Chicago, IL, USA) at a maximum applied field of 10 kOe.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai G2 F30 S-Twin, S-
TWIN, USA) was used to characterize the morphology of Fe3O4@RGO
at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The structural morphology of
Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composite surface was also observed using a scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-7401F, Tokyo, Japan).

The EMI shielding performance was measured with a vector net-
work analyzer (VNA, Keysight E8364A, Agilent, CA, USA) at room
temperature in the X-band (8–12 GHz). The toroidal samples of 1.0 mm
in thickness (ψout : 7.00 mm, ψin: 3.04 mm) were placed inside the 7/3
mm coaxial airline between the inner and outer conductors; the sam-
ples’ plane was perpendicular to the coaxial line axis. The total EMI SE
(SET) is equal to the summation of EMI SE reflection (SER) and EMI SE
absorption (SEA) (Eq. (5), while EMI SE reflection (Eq. (3)), were
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determined based on the measured S parameters (Eq. (1)). S parameters
for EMI SE absorption can be obtained by subtracting S11 and S21 from 1
(Eqs. (2) and (4)).
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3. Results and discussion

Magnetically-responsive Fe3O4@RGO was synthesized by electro-
static adsorption between Fe3O4 and GO, and followed by in-situ che-
mical reduction of Fe3O4@GO. The schematic illustration for the pre-
paration of magnetic-responsive Fe3O4 decorated RGO is shown in
Fig. 1A. The adsorption of Fe3O4 on GO was driven by electrostatic
attraction. The electrostatic charge of each material was characterized
with Zeta potential measurement. The Zeta potential of cationic Fe3O4-
NPs at pH 7.0 showed a positive charge (~+45 mV), while the GO
sheets exhibited a negative charge (~-40 mV) (Fig. 1B). The large dif-
ference between the negative and positive charges of each material
(Δζ = 85 mV) resulted in strong electrostatic adsorption of Fe3O4 on
GO platelets. It could be also expected that the electrostatic interaction
driven adsorption may be further promoted by short-range van der
Waals attractions, which would then lead to becoming irreversible for a
sufficient time [14]. After the electrostatic adsorption, the chemical
reduction of Fe3O4@GO was conducted to increase the electrical con-
ductivity of the synthesized platelets, which results in generation of
Fe3O4@RGO. The successful attachment of Fe3O4 onto RGO sheets was
confirmed by TEM characterization (Fig. 1C, 1D and 1E). The TEM
image of Fe3O4-NPs with the average nominal particle diameter of
~10 nm is displayed in Fig. 1C [23]. The Fig. 1D and 1E can indicate

that the Fe3O4-NPs are shown to be fairly well bonded to the RGO
sheets.

The structures of GO and Fe3O4@RGO were analyzed with XRD
measurement (Fig. 2A). Typical XRD patterns of GO (0 0 1) at
2θ = 10.6° appeared (black line in Fig. 2A). The characteristic dif-
fraction peaks of Fe3O4-NPs are presented in Fe3O4@RGO (red line in
Fig. 2A), which can be assigned to (1 1 1), (2 2 0), (3 1 1), (4 0 0),
(4 2 2), (5 1 1), (4 4 0), and (5 3 3) according to the Joint Committee on
Powder Diffraction Standard No. 19-0629 [24].

Raman spectroscopy was used to confirm the structural changes
during the reduction process from Fe3O4@GO to Fe3O4@RGO. As
shown in Fig. 2B, compared with GO (black line), the G-band of gra-
phene in Fe3O4@RGO (red line) shifted from 1569 to 1588 cm−1,
which is pretty close to that of pristine graphite (1579 cm−1), in-
dicating the successful reduction of GO.

XPS was used to further analyze the chemical compositions and
functional groups of GO and Fe3O4@RGO (Fig. 2C–E) [25–27]. The C1s
spectra seen in Fig. 2C can be deconvoluted into four types of functional
groups: non-oxygenated CeC bond at 284.6 eV; CeO bond at 286.5 eV;
C]O bond at 287.8 eV; and OeC]O bond at 289.3 eV, indicating that
GO would have enough oxygen functional groups [25–27]. In contrast,
in the C1s spectra of Fe3O4@RGO (Fig. 2D), the relative intensities of
the three components related to the functional group (CeO, C]O, and
OeC]O) are found to be significantly decreased, indicating the effec-
tive deoxygenation of GO during the reduction process. The Fe 2p
spectrum (Fig. 2E) can be deconvoluted into two peaks at 713 and
726 eV, corresponding to Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2 of Fe3O4, respectively,
which can be an indicator of the attachment of the iron oxide nano-
particles (Fe3O4-NPs) onto the RGO surface.

VSM results show the magnetic responses of Fe3O4@RGO in Fig. 2F.
The magnetization curves of Fe3O4@RGO were measured at room
temperature under the magnetic fields ranging from −10 to 10 kOe.
The magnetic hysteresis loop of Fe3O4@RGO was observed to be a ty-
pical superparamagnetic behavior, i.e., S-like shape and reversible be-
havior with nearly zero coercivity (Fig. 2F). Superparamagnetism could
disperse Fe3O4@RGO in the solution with negligible magnetic

Fig. 1. Schematic for the preparation of Fe3O4@RGO through electrostatic adsorption between Fe3O4-NPs and GO and in-situ reduction of Fe3O4@GO (A), Zeta
potential of negatively-charged GO and positively-charged Fe3O4-NPs as a function of pH (B); and TEM images of Fe3O4 provided from the manufacturer (C) [23] and
synthesized Fe3O4@RGO (D and E).
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interactions between the RGOs preventing clustering and restacking
[28]. The susceptive magnetic response of Fe3O4@RGO is shown in
Fig. 2F. The left inset shows a digital photograph of Fe3O4@RGO dis-
persion in DI water. The right inset presents the facile separation of
Fe3O4@RGO in DI water under an external magnetic field.

Magnetically-responsive aligned Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites were
successfully prepared by simply applying magnetic fields. For com-
parison, randomly-oriented Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites were also
fabricated without any magnetic field. Fig. 3A shows a schematic il-
lustration of the microstructure of the randomly-oriented Fe3O4@RGO/
TPU composite. The random orientation and distribution of Fe3O4@
RGO in the composites were confirmed by SEM characterization
(Fig. 3B). Fig. 3C and 3E show the aligned Fe3O4@RGO/TPU compo-
sites fabricated by applying the linear and uniform magnetic fields

generated with the rare-earth magnets, respectively. In the top-view
and side-view SEM images of the in-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO/TPU
composite (Fig. 3C and 3E), it can show the magnetic-field induced
orientation of Fe3O4@RGO in the composites. However, unfortunately,
Fe3O4@RGOs are not perfectly parallel to in-plane direction, because of
the loop-shaped three-dimensional magnetic field. Similar morpholo-
gies were found in previous studies [14,16].

The EMI SE of RGO/TPU and Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites with
different filler orientations was measured in the EM frequency range
8–12 GHz (X-band). All the composites exhibited weak frequency-de-
pendent EMI SE in the measured EM range (Fig. 4A). The 224% increase
of EMI SE in random Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composite compared to random
RGO/TPU composite was confirmed in the X-band. The random
Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composite exhibited ~15.51±1.6 dB, while random

Fig. 2. XRD patterns of GO and Fe3O4@RGO (A), Raman spectra of GO and Fe3O4@RGO with a 633 nm laser (B), C 1s XPS spectra of GO (C), C 1s XPS spectra of
Fe3O4@RGO (D), Fe 2p XPS spectra of Fe3O4@RGO (E), magnetization hysteresis loops of Fe3O4@RGO at room temperature. The insets show photographs of Fe3O4@
RGO in water and their response to an external magnetic field (F).
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RGO/TPU composite displayed ~6.90±1.00 dB. The enhanced EMI SE
is believed to be attributed to the increase in EM absorption loss (SEA)
by the incorporation of Fe3O4–NPs on RGO platelets. The random
Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composite exhibited ~12.6 ~ 4.71 ±1.5 9 dB of EMI
SEA, while the random RGO/TPU composite ~4.71 ±1.00 (Fig. 4B). The
enhanced SEA of Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites in this study was be-
lieved to be contributed from two key properties: the magnetic loss of
incorporated Fe3O4-NPs and the enhanced dielectric loss due to the
interfacial polarization between the Fe3O4-NPs and RGO [20,29–31].
As previously reported by J.J. Guo et al. [29], interfacial polarization
can be developed between Fe3O4-NPs and RGO, and also between
neighboring Fe3O4-NPs.

The effects of the magnetically-responsive alignment were also
shown in Fig. 4A. The in-plane-aligned Fe3O4@RGO composite exhibits
the highest EMI SE of ~17.22 ±1.8 dB, while random Fe3O4@RGO/TPU
composites and out-of-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composite dis-
play ~15.51 ±1.6 dB and ~13.93 ±1.5 dB in X-band, respectively.
These results are mainly attributed to Fe3O4@RGO orientation and the
corresponding EM attenuation by reflection and internal multiple re-
flection degree of composite. It is reported that in particulate compo-
sites, the EM reflection and the internal multiple reflections are highly
dependent on the effective reflection area of fillers [32].

The effective reflection area in this study can be defined as the
summation of the projection area of Fe3O4@RGO on the against nom-
inal incident wave (Eq. (6)).

∑=
=

A A cosθeff i

n
i i1 (6)

where θi is the angle for each Fe3O4@RGO filler to the tangent plane of
the incident wave, and Ai is the area for each Fe3O4@RGO filler. It is
apparent that the in-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO composite obtains the
largest effective area, while the effective area of out-of-plane aligned
Fe3O4@RGO composite would be much smaller than random Fe3O4@
RGO composite owing to the high aspect ratio of RGO with a two-di-
mensional sheet shape.

The large effective reflection area of in-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO
fillers is expected to contribute to greater EMI SEA by multiple internal
reflections [33–36], which result from repeated reflections as various
interfaces or surfaces on the shielding material in particulate compo-
sites as well. The incident EM waves entering the composites could be
repeatedly reflected and scattered between these interfaces, and ulti-
mately dissipated as heat [37,38]. It is considered that compared to out-
of-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO fillers and random Fe3O4@RGO fillers,
the in-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO fillers have a higher probability of
repeated reflection and scattering of incident waves between Fe3O4@
RGO fillers owing to the larger effective area as illustrated in Fig. 4C
and B. Accordingly, random Fe3O4@RGOcomposite showed greater
EMI SER and SEA than the out-of-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO composite,
because of their relatively larger effective area.

It is noted here that the EMI SE of in-plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO
composite presents 250% higher value (~17.22 ±1.8 dB) compared to
random RGO/TPU composite (~6.90 ±1.00 dB) in X-band. The poor

Fig. 3. Schematic and SEM images of Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites; (A and B) randomly-oriented, top-view (C and D), and side-view (C and E) of magnetic-field-
induced alignment of Fe3O4@RGO.
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EMI SE of random RGO/TPU composite seems to result from coupled
low EM reflection from small effective reflection area with low EM
absorption from the absence of Fe3O4-NPs.

4. Conclusions

The highly anisotropic EMI SE of RGO particulate composites was
demonstrated by controlling the filler orientation under magnetic
fields. To introduce magnetically-responsive features into RGO, GO was
decorated with Fe3O4-NPs by electrostatic adsorption with in-situ re-
duction process. The observed 250% improvement in EMI SE of in-
plane aligned Fe3O4@RGO/TPU composites over random RGO/TPU
composites, is attributed to not only enlarged effective reflection area
from well-oriented Fe3O4@RGO, but also Fe3O4@-NPs incorporation
induced EM magnetic loss and dielectric loss from interface polarization
between Fe3O4@-NPs and RGO.

Our test results can indicate that the orientation of fillers in the
polymer matrix can play a critical role in determining EMI SE in the
composites. In addition, this study shows the great promise in devel-
oping polymer composites with high EMI SE with only a minimal
amount of filler addition by exploiting the high aspect ratio of nano-
sized filler materials such as carbon nanotubes or graphene. This could
provide a new material solution in a variety of engineering applications
including mobile devices, vehicle and aircraft electronics, and medical
devices that may require EMI protection.
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